In this paper we use a one-parametric family of second-order iterations to solve a nonlinear operator equation in a Banach space. Two different analyses of convergence are shown. First, under standard Newton-Kantorovich conditions, we establish a Kantorovich-type convergence theorem. Second, another Kantorovich-type convergence theorem is proved, when the first Frechet-derivative of the operator satisfies a Lipschitz condition. We also give an explicit expression for the error bound of the family of methods in terms of a real parameter a ^ 0.
Introduction
Let us consider the problem of solving the equation A well-known cubically convergent iterative procedure to solve (1.1) is the Chebyshev method (Argyros & Chen (1993) where / is the identity operator on X. Here F'(x n ) and F"(x n ) denote the first and second Frechet-derivatives of F evaluated at x = x n . Note that F'(x n ) is a linear operator whereas F"(x n ) is a bilinear operator for all n ^ 0. For discretized versions of Chebyshev's method see Argyros (1995) , Ul'm (1964) . One aim of this paper is to reduce operational costs and to ease conditions for the F operator. This is satisfied, for instance, if the second Frechet-derivative of F is not evaluated at each x n or this derivative does not exist. These situations are studied in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. There, the second Frechet-derivative is replaced by a fixed bilinear operator. So we introduce a new iterative process \ F'(x n r l F(x n ), n>0, 2) to solve (1.1), where AiXxX-^Xisa general bounded bilinear operator which satisfies || A|| = a (a > 0). Note that for A = 0 we obtain Newton's iteration.
Observe that the speed of convergence of (1.2) is lower than for Chebyshev's method, since the order of convergence drops from three to two. Thus we will try to obtain secondorder iterative processes faster than Newton's method.
Using the method of majorizing sequences (see Kantorovich & Akilov (1982) , Potra & Ptik (1984) , Rheinboldt (1968) , Yamamoto (1988) ), the following two important problems are studied: we give sufficient conditions for the convergence of (1.2) to a solution x* of (1.1), as well as the uniqueness of x*, and we find estimates for the distances \\x n -
We show that one of the basic assumptions in the study of the convergence of (1.2) is that F must be twice-differentiable in some ball around the initial iterate (Kantorovich & Akilov (1982) , Rheinboldt (1968) ), or that the linear operator F' must satisfy a Lipschitz condition (Potra & Ptak (1984) , Yamamoto (1988) ). Notice that the latter assumption is milder than the former one.
Let us denote B(x,r) = {y e X; \\y -x\\ ^ r) and B(x, r) = {y e X; \\y-x\\ < r}.
First analysis: study of convergence when the nonlinear operator is twice-Frechet differentiable
Let us assume the nonlinear operator F is twice-Frechet differentiable on £2. Following Argyros & Chen (1993 , 1994 , we write (1.2) as: 
has two positive roots f* and t** (t* ^ t**). Equivalently, kfirj < i. Hernandez (1991) ). Then by mathematical induction on n, it follows that t n ^ t*, n ^ 0. On the other hand, it is easy to show that t n ^ t n+ \ for all n e N and consequently the proof is completed.
•
We can obtain the following Ostrowski-Kantorovich representation for F(x n+i ).
The following approximation is true for all n > 0:
Proof. To prove the previous statement we observe that
We also have
Jx. *• Substituting these in the above, we obtain (2.6). D
Next we see that the sequence {t n } given by (2.4) and (2.5) is the majorizing sequence of {x n } defined by (2.1) and (2.2). LEMMA 2.3 Let us assume that conditions OMv) are satisfied. Then
Proof. By using mathematical induction on n, it is enough to show that the following statements are true for all n ^ 0:
All the above statements are true for n = 0 with initial conditions (i)-(v). Then we assume that they are true for a fixed n and all smaller integer values. Observe that
Jo
So

||/ -r 0 F'(x n+] )\\
and by the Banach lemma, F'(^B+i)~' exists and " \-*n+l/ ^ , ,, .
||/ g'(t n+] )
Hence 
Thus [IV n ] is also true. Finally, it follows inmediately that ||jr n+ i -x n \\ ^ / n+ i -t n for all n ^ 0.
• THEOREM 2.4 Let x$ e Q be an initial value. Let us assume that conditions (iM v ) are satisfied and B(y 0 , t* -rj) c &• Then the procedure defined by (2.1) and (2.2) is well defined for all n ^ 0 and is convergent, and x n , y n 6 B(xo, t*) for all n ^ 0. The limit x* is the unique solution of (1.1) in B(x 0 , t**). We also have the following error bound estimates for all n ^ 0: l|x*-x n |Kt*-f n and Hx*-y,,|K *•-*". and similarly \\y n -yo\\ ^s n -r) ^t* -T).
For p > 0, ll* B +p -*nll < tn+p -t n , \\x n+p -y n \\ < t n+p -S n and letting p -*• oo we obtain U*-xA^t*-t n and ||**->"|| <»•-*", n^O.
Now to demonstrate uniqueness, let us assume that there exists another solution z* of (1.1) in B(xo, t**). Taking into account that
II r o || I \\F\x* + t(z* -x*)) -F\x o )\\At
Jô pk I ||jt* + f(z*-jc*)-. Jo / ((l-OII**-*oll+^l. Jo a*+o we infer that the linear operator f Q F'(x* +1 (z* -x*)) dt is invertible. From the approximation
it follows that x* = z*. This completes the proof of the theorem.
• Now we will obtain error expressions for the sequence {t n } defined by (2.4) and (2.5). Following Ostrowski (1943) , we derive the following error bounds. THEOREM 2.5 Let g be the polynomial given by (2.3) and assume that g has two positive roots t* and t** (f* ^ t**). Let {t n } be the sequence given by (2.4) and (2.5). t* (a) When t* < t**, let 9 = -and A a = 0J\ -f. Then we have <t*-t n < A where A a < 1. (b) When t* = t**, we have Proof. First we set a n = t* -t n and b n = f** -t n . Moreover we notice that k k g(t n ) = -a n b n and g\t n ) = --(a n + b n ).
Now by (2.5) we have a n =al , ---, ""' (2.7)
k(a n -\ + b n -\) 3 and Iff* < t**, denote the ratio of a n and b n by 5 n . So , it(l+5 fl _ 1 ) 2 -a Taking into account that the function is nondecreasing for all a ^ k, we obtain and Then the first part holds. If t* -t", then a n = b n and by (2.7) we get By recurrence, the second part also holds.
• To illustrate Theorem 2.4, we provide the following example. This polynomial has two positive roots t* = 0-450962 and t** = 304904. Therefore the process given by (1.2) where A is defined by (2.8) converges to (x*,y*) = (0-1749448936348263,0-181969524571117), see Table 1 . Moreover this solution is unique in fl(xo, 3 04904) and the error bound expressions are for all n ^ 0:
Observe that the process given by (1.2) converges to (x*,y*) faster than the Newton method (see Tables 1 and 2) .
Second analysis: study of convergence when the first Frechet-derivative satisfies a Lipschitz condition
Let us assume that F is a nonlinear once-Frechet differentiable operator in an open convex domain Si. We assume throughout this section that Note that conditions (ciMcO are milder than conditions OH'v) of Section 2. Before establishing results on existence and uniqueness of the solution of equation (1.1), we need the following two lemmas, whose proofs are trivial. Observe that a modification in the usual 'test' function p (see Argyros (1992 Argyros ( , 1993b , Argyros & Chen (1993 ,1994 , Kantorovich & Akilov (1982) , Yamamoto (1988) ) has been introduced: we have inserted a parameter N in the p polynomial. Then convergence of the family (1.2) is proved under conditions (ciMc-t) and the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1.
LEMMA 3.2 Let p be the polynomial defined in (3.1). Then the sequence
Pifn to = 0, r B+ , =t H -P'itn is increasing and converges quadratically to T\ for all 0 < a < -(b -2ak). 4a
Now we give a Kantorovich-type convergence theorem. -(b-2ak) . 4a Then the sequence {x n } defined by (1.2) converges to a solution x* of (1.1) in B(xo, for
THEOREM 3.3 Let us assume that conditions (C1HC4) hold and
The limit x* is the unique solution of (1.1) in B(xo, r)CM2 where 
^N-
Moreover ||JC* -x n \\ < r\ -t n , n ^ 0.
To prove the above theorem we give the next result LEMMA 3.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, the iterations (1.1) are well defined and converge to a solution x* of (1.1). More precisely, we have:
JCll^ f«+i-4., "5*0, (3.3) ll*'-x n ||^ri-r n , n^O.
Proof. We show for n > 0:
VTW "I ii r* z?/ -\ ii -*" ^^ fl)
iK P'iki) Notice that [Io]-(TVo] follow immediately from (ciHc*). We prove [I n+ iHIV B+ i] by using mathematical induction. Following Altman (1961) and Yamamoto (1988) , under our assumptions (ci)-(c4), F n+ \ = F'(x n +i)~l exists and so [IU+I] and [IH, + i] are true. To prove [TV n+ i], we infer by Taylor's formula and taking into account (1.2) that
Thus
Repeating the same process for the p polynomial given by (3.1), we obtain Now to prove U/oF(;c + ,)ll < -^3=7^. 
we conclude that x* = y*. C REMARK 3.5 The error estimates for the sequence {t n } defined by (3.2) are similar to the ct ones for the sequence defined by (2.4) and (2.5). In an analogous way, we get for d = -: Now we apply our results of Theorem 3.3 by taking into account an example considered in part by Argyros (1988a Argyros ( , b, 1992 Argyros ( , 1993a . Determining existence and uniqueness domains of solutions for a differential equation is the goal of the example. We note that for all x, y e max |x,,-y, \ ^ 2h 2 \\x -y \\.
To show the convergence of (1.2) to a solution y* of (3.6), set n = 10 and, since the solution would vanish at the endpoints and be positive in the interior, a reasonable choice of initial approximation would seem to be £ sin nx. This gives us the following vector and its solution is an approximation to the solution of (3.6).
Notice that the larger n is, the smaller the interval for a is (see Table 3 ). For different values of n we get the results given in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , we see that for larger values of n we obtain better existence and uniqueness domains of solutions of equation (3.6).
Conclusions
The Chebyshev method is one of the best known iterative processes to solve a nonlinear equation F(x) -0. The goal of this paper was to reduce operational costs and at the same time to relax the conditions on the second Fr6chet-derivative by replacing it with a fixed bilinear operator. Moreover, results for the case when the derivative does not exist are provided. The 'penalty' for this approach is that the order of convergence drops from three to two. However, for the same computational cost, it remains faster than the Newton method. Sufficient conditions and a complete error analysis for the iterative method (1.2) are also provided.
On the other hand, two different analysis techniques are considered to study convergence of the iterative procedure (1.2). First, the F operator must be twice-differentiable in some ball around the initial iteration, then conditions on the second Frechet-derivative of F are given. Second, the goal is to relax the conditions on F, for instance, the linear operator F' satisfies a Lipschitz condition, instead of the previous one for F".
Unfortunately, a difficulty appears with the second technique: the decomposition obtained from Taylor's expansion is not appropriate. To solve it, we establish a new technique which consists of inserting a parameter in the 'test' function so that a suitable decomposition is obtained. Then, a scalar sequence majorizing the sequence {*"} given by (1.2) is obtained.
